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After collapse of the Soviet Union, the Republic of Kazakhstan has inherited a wealthy
nuclear legacy from the former superpower. The Kazakhstan enterprises were actively
engaged into a closed nuclear fuel cycle existing in the USSR. In addition, the Kazakhstan
territory housed strategic nuclear forces defense bases, nuclear weapon test-sites, and research
institutions engaged in studying and developing of nuclear technologies including these for
defense and space purposes. After gaining its independence, the Republic of Kazakhstan
made efforts to rid itself of many components of this system: military bases were closed;
nuclear weapon was withdrawn from Kazakhstan territory; nuclear test-sites were closed;
many fuel cycle enterprises having lost orders for their products had to reduce their output or
close down; scientific and research institutions were re-oriented to perform operations in the
field of peaceful nuclear and radiation technologies use. All these actions were not only
appreciated by the international politics thus promoting the integration of the newly
independent state into the international economy, but have also created the necessary
prerequisites for qualitative change of the ecological conditions at Kazakhstan territory.

However, there are negative consequences of an old political system collapse also. One of
them is a significant reduction of control over nuclear and radioactive materials located at
Kazakhstan territory. The former USSR system of control over location, transfer and use of
these materials was destroyed, and a new one is under construction and reformation yet. The
legal base governing the procedures of nuclear and radioactive materials handling remained
unchanged since the Soviet period and practically has no effect. There are no essential
international agreements on these materials export, import and pass-through. Closure and
reduction of work volumes of many companies have led to a situation when materials
including those categorized as nuclear ones, having went beyond control, became available
for persons and organizations not responsible for storage and transportation of such materials.
A real danger of uncontrolled transfer and theft of nuclear and radioactive materials was born
in the country. As a result of the above, incidents of attempts to sell nuclear and radioactive
materials (fuel elements, ampoule neutron sources, etc.) are happening in Kazakhstan. On
repeated occasions, attempts of illicit removal of radioactive and nuclear shipments and
radioactive wastes outside the Kazakhstan territory are recorded.

In the end of the last millennium and with the beginning of the new one, numerous radical
terrorist organizations have livened up their activities. The situation arisen in Kazakhstan may
be used by such organizations to acquire nuclear and radioactive materials for the purposes of
terrorist acts and threats. It is likely that some organizations acquire such materials to sell to
third parties or foreign terrorist organizations rather than use them in any acts within
Kazakhstan. Due to structural reorganization of force authorities and reduction of their power
and capabilities, a general threat of terrorist acts at companies using nuclear and radiation
technologies has increased. In addition, due to its geographical position, the Republic of
Kazakhstan is a transit state between Europe and Asia. That is why, numerous cases of transit
shipment and sale attempts of nuclear materials from other states including the former SU
republics were recorded here (e.g., fuel elements from Chernobyl NPP). The above
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demonstrates an unprejudiced necessity of arranging an efficient counteraction system against
nuclear terrorism in the Republic of Kazakhstan. The current Kazakhstan system of nuclear
and radioactive materials control does not meet the present-day requirements. Its efficiency
and capabilities should obviously be increased. This will allow avoiding considerable losses
by existing economical figures and potential political losses in the international relations.

After collapse of the Soviet Union, major nuclear research institutions and branches left at the
territory of independent Kazakhstan were consolidated into a uniform organization: the
Republican State Enterprise National Nuclear Center of the Republic of Kazakhstan. At
present, four institutions are functioning under the aegis of the Center.

By this time, many directions of the Center activity are related or contribute to potential
nuclear terrorism counteractions. Among the wide range of these activities, the major ones are
worth mentioning, both performed and in process:

• The project on elimination of the last nuclear device at the former Semipalatinsk Test-
Site territory.

• The projects on weapons of mass destruction infrastructure elimination. In particular,
projects related to closure and permanent sealing of defense tunnels used and prepared for
nuclear weapon testing.

• The project on irreversible shut-down and decommissioning with following long-term
conservation of BN-350 fast power reactor in Aktau.

• The project on the high plutonium content BN-350 spent fuel transportation to Baikal-
1 test-bench

• Design and construction of the BN-350 spent fuel storage facility at Baikal-1 test-
bench. This work is performed on the instructions of Kazakhstan Government.

• Design and construction of ampoule neutron sources storage facility. Settling this task
will allow withdrawing from circulation of a large quantity of potentially dangerous nuclear
material in Pu-Be sources fabricated on the basis of plutonium-239 isotope. Unfortunately,
this work is performed under a national program only and has no sufficient financing and
international support.

• Radiological survey of sites and areas to identify radionuclide contamination,
including that by nuclear activity products.

• Seismological studies at Kazakhstan territory and worldwide.

• Lately, incidents of withdrawal of radioactive and nuclear materials transported
through and out from Kazakhstan have become more frequent. The Center takes an active part
in investigation of such episodes. NNC branches identify the uncovered materials and place
them for a long-term storage after the investigating and court hearings are over.

Thus, the Republican State Enterprise National Nuclear Center of the Republic of Kazakhstan
is the most powerful organization which may become a core and principal operating element
of a new system controlling and regulating the processes of use and transfer of nuclear and
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radioactive materials at Kazakhstan territory using different nondestructive inspection
methods and developing new ones. Close cooperation of the Center with such regulatory
authorities as Kazakhstan Atomic Energy Committee, Sanitary-Epidemiological Service and
Force Authorities may allow creating both an efficient system of nuclear materials detection
and that of nuclear terrorism counteraction at the territory of the state.
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